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Hello everyone, I hope you are all keeping well in these very testing and
difficult times. It has been a very difficult time for us all over these last 12
months living with this virus. There has been so much heartbreak with people

losing loved ones, many people experiencing stresses from work, home life
disruptions, and of course the mental well-being of us all throughout this time.
However we will come out the other side of this with all different kinds of
experiences and hopefully we will be more positive with our own plans and
outlook over the next 12 months. I really hope that things will get back to
normal for us all as soon as things possibly can.

In the meantime, make yourself a hot drink and let’s look back at the RPRA
One Loft race 2020. Below I have combined the Hotspot articles of Hotspot 3
and 4, along with the RPRA final result. It won’t be long before the lofts are
once again filling up for the 2021 season. 

Hotspot 3 Race
Young Birds 2020 Hot Spot 3
Sunday, 30th August: Worksop 103 miles, 1210 yards. Jeremy liberated the

770 birds at 0800hrs and they cleared brilliantly and on line. The first birds
were home at just after 9.30am, and 600 were back by just after 11am.

Results Hotspot 3
In 1st place is Teeside Bombers 2 Syndicate with their blue pied hen

NEHU2020SS507, belonging to Soderland, Maddison & Calvert. This pigeon
was bred from a direct son of Gebroken, Ace Sprint Champion 2007, winner
of 9 x 1st and a super breeder. This pigeon was obtained from P Green and

West Midland Wings
RPRA One-Loft Report 

Hotspots 3, 4 and the Final

Awaiting the arrivals.

First arrivals.

The first group to clock. Billy Calvert – Teeside Bombers.
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is of Gert Heylen parentage when paired to a direct daughter of Pink eyes and
full set. Pink Eyes was a terrific racing machine and yet desperately unlucky.
She was retired as a yearling having won 9 x 1st prizes, and yet it could have
been so many more had she not been pipped by loftmates on the ETS trap.
Since retiring to stock Pink Eyes has been an absolute revelation with
offspring winning in excess of £75,000. Champion Full Set, 12P40189, is
winner of 16 x 1st, then retired as a Yearling. Hormoform Bird of the Year
2013, West Midlands Region Award winner 0-250 miles 2013. As you can see,
this winner of Teeside Bombers Syndicate is beautifully bred. In 2nd place was
Swansea Jacks with WHU2020B22500, owned by S C Evans. In 3rd place is
Spritzer with GB20Z18902, owned by DTrippett. Kindly sent from D Trippett:
'The pigeon GB20Z18902 was entered in the One Loft race in partnership with
my sister Barbara; it was purchased from Louella Pigeon World specifically for
the race and is a Poortvliet /Veenstra cross. As a family we have been steeped
in pigeon racing since birth, our father having a pigeon loft at the bottom of the
garden in Scunthorpe, and being heavily involved in the sport’s administration
becoming President of the RPRA. The family gradually moved away from
Scunthorpe, but I flew in partnership with him and continued in the sport after
he died until I also moved away from the area to Herefordshire with my work.
Unfortunately, circumstances dictated that I then had to relinquish my pigeon
loft.

With this tradition the family of six have always maintained an interest in
pigeon racing and the One Loft Race is an excellent way in which we can
maintain our enthusiasm. In various guises we have been competing for 10
years winning the Ace Pigeon Award in 2011, and in the last two years having
a bird in the top 100 from the final race. This year we have entered seven birds
and hope that Spritzer will maintain the trend. The bird itself has had a bit of a
chequered performance during training, our emotions going from desperation
that it would ever return to the loft, to the delight we felt in its performance from
Worksop. It was obviously gathering experience, as its positions since then,
on the whole, have improved considerably. 

As a family we would like to thank Jeremy for his dedication to the birds and
his prowess in nurturing them to peak condition and performance. We are
grateful for this opportunity to express our thanks publicly.'

Hotspot 4
Young Birds 2020 Hotspot 4
Wednesday, 9th September: Ripon 149 miles, 1319 yards. Jeremy

liberated the 739 birds at 1030hrs and they cleared very well. The first group
of birds arrived back at 1.23pm. In 1st Place was Pioneer Pigeons, entered by
Gary & Annette Tomlinson. Gary kindly sent some info on his superb winner.
‘The pigeon which won the RPRA Hot Spot 4 semi-final race is inbred to the
world-famous Jan Hooymans’ Harry. We purchased the sire, who is a
grandsson of Harry x with the best of M & D Evans Vandebeele, at the Who
Dares Wins One Loft Race Sale in 2018. This pigeon took my eye from day
one and raced the full programme, being 2nd in one of the Hot Spot Races.
The bird was bred and entered by Miles Foster as (Foster, Sons & Daughter),
this syndicate are also winners of the RPRA Hot Spot 2, I believe. The dam
was purchased again from the Who Dares Wins One Loft Race Sale in 2019,
this is another which took my eye from day one. This super blue hen raced the
full programme and was 15th Open in a very hard final, she is a granddaughter
of Harry, the wonder pigeon of Jan Hooymans, and was bred and entered in
WDW by Ronnie & Tracy Nicklin of Humberview Lofts. 

We first got involved with One Loft Racing way back in 2009 when entering
the Europa Classic and had some reasonable success. We also entered the
North Coast Classic and had success winning a Hot Spot Race and we was
also 2nd Open in a very hard final in 2011. We have also entered birds in the
RPRA OLR in 2017 and was 100th Open in the final.

In 2013 we decided that we would have an entire clearance sale as due to
business commitments we could not dedicate the time to our birds. This I
regret because we had some outstanding pigeons, but as one door closes
another chapter begins.  We decided to start our own One Loft Race in 2014,
which was hard work to begin with, because just like any new race it takes
time to get established, but the race has moved forward a lot in just six years
and is now one of the leading races in UK and Ireland. 

Sire of Hotspot 4, 1st place Gary Tomlinson GB20N43624. Dam of Hotspot 4, 1st place Gary Tomlinson GB19Z6097.

Simba’s Pride. Lee Owen holding Simba’s Pride, bought back from the auction.
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I, myself, was born into the life of racing pigeons. I come from a coal mining
background, and in those days if you did not have greyhounds or racing
pigeons, then there was something wrong. My late father, Brian Tomlinson,
was quite a successful fancier. I, like most sons, joined my father at a very
young age, probably 10 years old and was schooled in the art of racing
pigeons by my father. Although money was very tight in those days we always
tried to purchase the best pigeons we could afford.

In the 1980s my Dad and four other fanciers formed Shirland Miners
Welfare FC, this club became possibly the strongest club in Derbyshire,
sending between 500 and 600 birds per week and racing for pool monies in
excess of £200 per race. The partnership of Mr & Mrs B. Tomlinson & Son
were Highest Prizewinner many times and the year we were not then we were
runners up. My father gave up the sport due to illness and this is when my wife
Annette became heavily involve. She had been around livestock all her life but
mostly horses, however she soon became hooked.

I worked long hours in the mines and Annette was with the birds 24/7 – she
was superb. I have to say without her commitment and support then we would
never have been as successful as we were and today she is completely
involved in the running of Who Dares Wins International One Loft Race. We
had many good performances at Club, Federation and National Level. Birds
from our lofts have also been successful for other fanciers both in the UK and
Ireland. To date 6 x 1st National winners have come from our lofts. We don’t
have time to race ourselves anymore, thus we send to One Loft Races
because it fits in with our business commitments. 

In 2021 we are Opening up a new breeding stud which will be named
Pioneer Racing Pigeons, this is how the syndicate name in the RPRA OLR
race came about.

The photos are the sire and dam to our RPRA Hot Spot 4 winner. Sire
GB20N43624 we purchased this young cock in the 2018 WDW sale. He was
bred and entered by Miles Foster, himself a RPRA Hot Spot winner. The
pigeon is a grandson of the world-famous Jan Hooymans’ Harry x with the
best of M & D Evans’ Gaby Vandebeeles. Dam GB19Z60970, we purchased
this young hen in the 2019 WDW sale. She was bred and entered into the
WDW 2019 OLR by Ronnie & Tracy Nicklin of Humberview Lofts. This young
hen is a granddaughter of the world-famous Jan Hooymans’ Harry. This is the
pigeon which won the semi-final race and is inbred to the world-famous Jan
Hooymans’ wonder pigeon Harry.

We would like to give a big thank you to Jeremy Davies the RPRA OLR
Manager for getting our winner into top form.’ 

Regards, Gary

In 2nd place is Roy Aled & Gaz, entered by Mr R Davies with
WHU2020B20105 and was just one second behind. In 3rd is 9 Toes Titmus,
entered by Mr C De Snyder with GB20V26482.

The Final Race
Young Birds 2020 Final Race
The Final Race took place on Saturday, 19th September, from Alnwick,

Northumberland, a distance of 235 miles 898 yards. The 573 birds were
liberated at 0900hrs into a very light east-north-east wind, turning fresh north-
east en route – sunny with high broken cloud. They cleared very well. The first
birds arrived back at just before 1pm, and the top 10 result is below.

2nd place for Mr Ronnie Wright. 
Ronnie Wright holding the two birds, the bird on my left hand is the sire of
Baby Blue and the other is the dam of Baby Blue.

Ronnie Wright’s loft.Ronnie Wright.
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In 1st place, congratulations to Chapelford Lofts entered by Mr Lee Owen.
Lee kindly sent me his story, ‘I have been around pets all my life as my dad

used to work in Chester Zoo and my mum in a pet store. Livestock was never
far from our daily routine. My dad also raced pigeons and when I was still in
primary school my dad brought home a baby pigeon, the parents hadn’t made
it home from the race. I kept it on the fireplace in a green Carlsberg ashtray
and we fed it until it got bigger, but I got attached and it soon become my pet –
this wasn’t going back to the loft!

We named him sooty (from Sooty and Sweep Show on TV). It used to sit in
my BMX handle bars and go to school and sit on the roof until I finished school
and hop from roof to roof. It lived in an old rabbit hutch screwed to the back
fence in the garden. One day I woke up and next door’s cat had killed him!
Ioften went to the allotment plot and helped my dad clean out his lofts and
enjoyed the birds and also going to the club to mark the birds too, I remember
all the local pigeon fanciers. Fast forward a few years I left home and got my
own place with my partner and first child and built a loft in the garden to start
up pigeons again with a local fancier and my dad. But with lifestyle/young
family and work commitments it didn’t last long! We set up our pet stores in
Warrington in 2007 and another store in 2008, as the pets have always been
a part of me from childhood. My dad used to love coming into the shop at
feeding time (he used to love watching them feed). We did get back into
pigeons five or six years ago when my dad sadly passed away with cancer!
He left a shed in the garden and my brother gave it to us. We put it up in our

back garden and one of my daughters (Rebecca) wanted fancy pigeons, so
we got a few in his shed at home in his garden shed as a memory for a year
or so. Then I remember chatting to a few of his old pigeon friends, one of them
took over his lofts and allotment plot – Phil Silvester. When he was too ill to
continue on the allotment, he passed it to Phil and got a few aviary birds at
home in his garden shed (the shed we had given that started us off again). The
old pigeon friends (Phil Silvester and John Burnett) gave me some of his old
racing lines and I got the racing bug again!  I put up some larger racing lofts
in the garden, we first raced in 2015 – only young birds. In 2016 we raced both
young birds and old birds (first full season) and had our first win (I was over
the moon).

In 2017 we did well in club and Combine/Fed level too, taking numerous 1st
places 2018 and did really well with the old birds taking Land and Channel
Averages in Two Counties Combine and I knew my dad was still here helping
me as it was his passion. Young birds 2018 were raced from an allotment plot
next to my dad’s old plot as we were looking at moving house and the
allotment plot was closer to my pet store too (work) made sense.

In 2019, Beth one of my 11 children wanted to raced my old birds at home
(make granddad proud) for the final year at home and she did extremely well
on her own flying in Sankey Bridges HS land races and Kingsway HS, doing
well at Club, Fed and Combine level and won 1st Club Kingsway HS 250
birds; 1st Fed Mid Cheshire Fed 557 birds and 2nd Cheshire Combined 1,167
birds at Fougères.  

3rd place Inholme Lofts, entered by Mr Mark Brown. 4th place D L & E Jones.

5th place Glen Zimmerman. 6th place Lock Town Lofts and Paul Hardman.
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In 2019 I raced a full season on the allotment plot and we did better than I
thought, building up a new team., winning again many top positions Club and
Fed level. 

In 2020 we won a good few 1sts, 2nd and 3rds in club racing. Plus 1st Club
234 members 1st North Section and 2nd Open from Carentan 1,288 birds;
Bamfords Gold Ring Spectacular 2020; 3rd Section, 7th Open and 6th
Section, 15th Open. 

Who Dare Wins grand final 
We finished 19th and 64th in the final from Falaise.
RPRA Grand final Alnwick 
Amazingly we finished 1st and 76th. Winning this was a great end for the

Owen name in the pigeon sport 2020! 
We’ve supported the RPRA one loft for the last three or four years and I

must say how professionally it’s run and think Jeremy does an exceptional job
keeping all the birds and has done well each and every time we have sent. It’s
the first year we’ve tried other One Lofts, like Who Dare Wins – again run
extremely well!

I would like to thank my wife and our amazing 11 children for the help and
supporting me with my passion for the birds and friends for the help and
advice over the years and my mum and dad for an amazing childhood around
all the weird wonderful pets we’ve had around us growing up!’

I’d like to close by saying – anyone interested in purchasing any young
birds, please get in touch on 07841 106756 thanks

Lee Owen

In 2nd place is Mr Ronnie Wright.  Ronnie Wright, 2nd in the final race, 9th
in Hot Spot 2 race with GB20V33502, now named Baby Blue. This pigeon was
also 7th in the ACE pigeon stats.

‘I started keeping pigeons when I was 13 years old in 1967. My first year
racing was  in 1968 with Whitburn Homing Society and the West Lothian
Federation with my late father, John Wright. We flew as J & R Wright until the

mid 1990's. When I started up and became an established fancier, my father
and I had our fair share of club and Federation success, both inland and
outland averages on a few occasions.

When my father passed away in 1997, I flew as Ronnie Wright, still in
Whitburn Homing Society, and again I was fortunate to have a bit of success
winning the Club and Federation Averages over the years as a solo flier,
without my late father.

Around 2005 I joined Armadale Homing Club in West Lothian and was there
until last year, my final year of club flying. During this time, I went into
partnership with my good friend, Gordon Lyons from Blackridge. He bred the
birds, then the youngsters were moved to my loft in Whitburn, a short journey
away, and I raced them from my loft, of course with Gordon attending on race
days. This continued for a few seasons and then we decided to fly as solo
flyers again at Armadale Club and still remain good friends to this day.

We both entered birds together into the Scottish Homing Union Millennium
One Loft Race and also in 2001 or 2002 we entered again. We did well in both,
being 8th in one and winning a fair amount of pools. In fact, the fancier that

7th place Xmen Return, Mr Fred Hall. 9th place, Dirty Dozen Syndicate.

8th place, Newt 80 and Mr A R Newton. Jack Potter aged 93 and myself, 44 years after our first meeting.
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was 5th with a pooler as well was the ex-footballer and pundit Gerry Francis.
On the second occasion of entering the One Loft Race we were in the top 10,
and again lifting a fair amount of pool money, and that was the only time I
competed in the One Loft racing until now. I decided to join the RPRA and
enter into the race in 2020, the reason being 2019 was my final year racing
old birds only, as I didn’t take young for myself as I resigned from Armadale
Club, it was getting too much for me due to a few health conditions and I was
going to part with the birds and finish completely. Then as the weeks went by
I thought of the One Loft races, which found me in two minds what to do. I
talked to my wife Linda and both my sons Ryan & Neil, and they all said if I
gave them up completely then I would be lost after having them for since 1967.
So after our discussion I decided to keep my stock birds and enter the
youngsters into RPRA One Loft Race for 2020 to see how things would go and
I was very impressed with how my pigeons performed. I would also like to

mention the One-Loft Race manager Jeremy
Davies, along with his team, whose daily running of
the loft and the welfare of the pigeons is
outstanding, taking no chances weather-wise when
training or racing and taking no chances with injured
pigeons. The health of the pigeons always come first
and are well looked after there. My two sons took a
great interest in the training and Hot Spot races and
the final race as well, which also pleased me.

The sire to GB20V33502, Baby Blue, is
SU19AV634 and I bred the sire myself direct from
my stock birds and his parents are a son from Gaby
345 and Top Investment, which came from Mark
Evans, when paired to a direct daughter from Brian
Shipley’s Charlotte and Olympic Eisenhower.
Olympic Eisenhower is a son from Eisenhower and
Davina, Charlotte’s sire is Legend, a brother to
Eisenhower and a son from Shadow, which again
are all from Mark Evans and Brian Shipley.
GB20V33502, Baby Blue and her nestmate
GB20V33503 were the first two youngsters ever
bred from their sire 634, Baby Blue and her
nestmate were sent to the RPRA One Loft race with
a few others and Baby Blue's nestmate ‘503’ was
very consistent as well. She with my other birds from
final race are now entered into the RPRA yearling
race for 2021. The dam of Baby Blue is a blue bar I
purchased direct from Brian Shipley of Woodside
Lofts. The dam's sire is a son from Golden Gaby and
Carrie and Baby Blue’s dam is a direct daughter
from Cruise Missile and Blue Lady and Blue Lady is
a daughter from Shadow and Top Investment. I
purchased Baby Blue back from the RPRA auction

after the final race. I also purchased a cock from Mark Evans to pair her to and
also purchased another few pairs from him to increase my stock birds. The
pigeons purchased are direct sons and daughters from his top breeders.

I hope to have the stock birds paired up at the beginning of January, as the
young from these stock birds have already been sold so I will only have late
breds available for sale around August/September 2021. If anyone is looking
to purchase the late breds please do not hesitate to contact me on 07552
591926.

I also take my birds to Gary Spaven in Lancaster to get them them tested
three or four times a year, or when needed. I also take the youngsters down
to be tested a few weeks before they go to RPRA One Loft race. Gary does
an excellent job with them, he is a herbalist and tincture specialist.

I am looking forward to the 2021 RPRA One Loft race, where I hope to have
my young birds entered when registration Opens.

I'd like to thank Gary Spavin for the great job he does for the health of my
pigeons, and Brian Shipley, along with Mark Evans who continue to produce
fantastic bloodlines, some of which are now in my loft and I will continue to
breed youngsters for my customers who are doing fantastically well in both
racing and stock.

Dad (Jimmy) and myself picking up our trophies in 1990, after winning the Combine.

My loft set up. Paul Treanor, last year’s RPRA photo winning 3rd Open Hotspot 3.
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A big thank you, to yourself, Les, for approaching me and covering this
article. If there is anything you would like to touch on more, or need more
details, please get in touch with me ASAP’.

Kind regards
Ronnie Wright

In 3rd place is Inholme Lofts entered by Mr Mark Brown. The dark cock,
NWHU20B0641, is a Gert Heylen/Lambrecht. He is a full brother to our
best young bird racer of 2019, which had an amazing record and won 3 x
1st Clubs herself and topped the Wiltshire Federation. She gained 1st
Club, 4th Fed Portland, 2nd Club, 4th Fed Portland, 1st Club, 5th Fed
Portland, 14th Club, 31st Fed Kingsdown, 1st Club, 1st Fed Exeter 2019,
hence why we entered him into the OLR. The sire is our good dark cock
Dark Diamond, who is a Gert Heylen and bred from stock obtained from

Nick Taylor of Wolverhampton. We retained him for stock when we lost his
parents to an illness which ran through the loft in the winter of 2018,
causing total devastation. The dam is our super mealy hen Pale Diamond,
a Lambrecht which is a winner of 3 x 1st Clubs, 1 x 1st Federation and 5
x 1st 3Bird. She is a Lambrecht bred down from stock obtained from
Prince Brothers of Cheadle. Her parents are top breeders for us, being
sire/dam to numerous winners and two sisters each with 3 x 1st Clubs and
1st Fed. Her sire is actually a full brother to Prince Brothers’ Champion
racer Red Rocket, who must be one of the best racers in the UK with 14 x
1st prizes in his racing career.

Aged 7 in 1976, I was often taken to visit my aunty, about a mile away
from our house. We used to sit in her garden and I would watch a group
of pigeons flying overhead and I was hypnotised by the sheer beauty, so
much so I was soon pleading with mum to allow me to walk down the road
to see where these mythical creatures lived. Finally, permission was
granted – I found my 7-year-old self walking down the path to the side
gate, a little wrought iron gate I could just about see over.  With every bone
in my body shaking, I plucked up enough courage to shout Hay Mister,
hellooo. Then this giant of a man, 5ft 3in, appeared suddenly with a huge

smile, which instantly seemed to wash any
fears I had away. I could hear myself
talking, but at the same time it was like an
out of body experience, like a dream I was
living. All those sleepless nights dreaming
night after night of seeing the birds in real
life, all came down to this moment. His
name was Jack Potter I later learnt. After a
brief exchange of pleasantries at the gate
I was invited in by this giant smiling man
who seemed like a God to my 7-year-old
self. It was in that instant seeing his lofts
and birds my future was sealed!

After many such visits and loads of
pestering by me for some birds, dad was
invited to join me on my next visit. God I
was so excited I don’t think I slept the night
before our planned visit. Next day we were
all sat in Mr Potters garden, me listening to
the adults talking but my mind drifting off,
dreaming of all the things I will be doing
with these world-class racing pigeons.
Suddenly I was nudged out of my dream
by dad saying, ‘Now listen son to what
Jack has to say.’ 

Dad had told Jack my loft – ha, ha, ha –
well my chest of draws, with some mesh
and a door just wasn’t really up to scratch
and Jack then said if dad builds me a new
loft, he would give me some birds. Well, I
couldn't hear the second part of what Jack
said through the sobbing and tears, only
the part of my set-up was not good enough
to hold his birds, but then Jack was saying,
now, now, stop that and it was again all
explained to me with dad agreeing to build
me a loft. The rest as they say is history!

Dad as it turned out was to become a
very good flyer, excelling at his chosen
discipline distance racing. We flew as
Jimmy & Paul Treanor, flying in the
Leagrave Club, Luton Chilton North Road

10th place Four Nations Syndicate 3.

Ace Pigeon was won by Mr J Booth and Yorkshire Puddings.

Yorkshire Puddings, winners of RPRA One Loft Race Ace Pigeon. Left to right: Andrew Stuckey, Frank Burnley,
Les Stuckey, John Booth The pigeon was bred by K & R Platteeuw.
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Fed and North Thames North Road Combine.  We picked up many prizes
along the way, the highlight winning the Combine from Thurso 478 miles,
2,412 birds competing with the only bird on the day, clocking 2138 with an
outstanding hen called Double Rung.

Dad sadly passed away on 30th September 2005. All birds were sold
and lofts destroyed, mostly through grief this decision was taken, and 20
plus years of cultivating a distance team was lost forever.

I re-started with a few stock birds from various sources, including
Louella Stud Farm and Mr Peter Wells of Dunstable in the winter of 2010,
re-joining Leagrave Club, which had now turned totally south road,
keeping our old flying name out of respect to my late father. 

I started competing with young birds in 2011 and have improved year
by year, culminating in being top prizewinner this season 2020 in
Leagrave with 24 members and one of the top clubs in the Mid-Shire’s
Federation.

The syndicate first came into being 2016, under the name Southern
Marauders. A few of like-minded fanciers after a few chance meetings
decided to join together to fly in One Loft races. We flew in France and
Portugal first couple of years picking up some respectable positions, but
we were watching the RPRA really taking off at home, so the decision was
made to enter 2018. We had also decided on a new name, changing to the
Dirty Dozen, partly due to increasing from five members to six, so in turn
sending two each gave us the dozen, and being comedians, we threw in
the Dirty.

I must say through this venture i.e., One-Loft racing, we have all bonded
and become very good friends over the course, which hasn’t always been
smooth sailing (what is when pigeons are involved). It wasn’t a great year
for myself in this race with both of my two candidates not even making the
first basket list, but the lads did well, keeping the team’s morale up.

In 2019 I decided to change my game plan with the type of young birds
I sent now being a cross Jansen x Aarden with many Channel winners
right out to 500 miles in the pedigree which was really working very well
for myself at home. Both my young birds flew the whole programme with
one standing out winning 3rd and 17th Hotspot 3 and 4. Success they say

breeds success. So I bought my birds back in auction 2019 and I had
sought out a good speed hen to pair to my 3rd placed winner that came
from Derek Flowers of Wales, whose breeding was van den Bulk/Kittel x
Leo Heremans. From the start the two sisters I had bought from Derek
bred winners, so I wanted to cross one to my young cock and it looks like
a right balance of speed and endurance has been struck.

The dirty dozen consisting of the following: Vincent McConnell (original
member), Shaun Stockley (original member), Wayne Lukas (original
member), Tony Cottrell (long standing member), Russel Mcalary (joined
las year), Micky brown (new member), Herbie Hines (new member), Nicky
Hawes (new member), Paul Treanor (original member). We eagerly look
forward to the 2021 RPRA One-Loft race and may be a few changes in
direction, but that story will, I'm hoping, be told in the near future.

Good luck everyone, whether you’re competing in the RPRA OLR, or in
fact just looking forward to competing next season. 

Stay safe, look after each other and help in any way you can, whether
it's at the club, or another member who may be struggling in these
uncertain times, but most of all, keep smiling. 

Paul Treanor 
Luton, Bedfordshire 

RPRA 2020 Schools winners race
1st place Frizington Primary; 2nd place New Bolsover Primary; and Mr

Daniel Jepson; 3rd place Peel Hall Primary and Mr Colin Russell; 4th place
St Andrews Primary; 5th place Diggle School.

‘Hi Les, 
Thanks for contacting me regarding Diggles’ pigeon, we are thrilled to

have the first school pigeon back, but also over the moon with 32nd! I
oversee the school loft as I am caretaker there and run the pigeon club.
We did breed the bird ourselves. The sire to this pigeon is a red cock
GB18P25140, owned and bred by myself. He is from a mealy cock bred
by Chris Vasey to cheq hen, bred by my fellow club member Ste Slicker.
He has always been a very consistent pigeon and this year was 5th Club,
18th Border Amal, 18th Lancs Combine 1,499 birds, 21st Three Counties
Combine 3,286 birds. The dam is a pigeon owned  and raced by Diggle
School. She was bred by Alan Maile, who donated her, along with another
20 or so to get school started. She again was the school’s most consistent
pigeon. This pigeon herself GB18Z60836, the children  have called
Brittany, as she did amazing for them from Messac, taking 3rd Club, 11th
Fed, 31st Combine 1,420 birds.

The children really didn’t want to let the baby go as it was the only red
bird we bred, but as always happens, its nest mate on the day I was taking
the pigeon down to Jeremy had gone backwards, so we decided to send
the red one and obviously are now so glad we did! 

The school would like to thank the North West Region of the RPRA for
giving us the entry. People have been so kind to school and we can’t wait
to race again next year.’ 

Regards Chris Ryan 

Two Bird Average Winners
Mr A R Newton, Newt 80 with WHU2020B23370 and WHU2020B23350.
Well done to all the prizewinners and winners, and well done to Jeremy,

who is as cool as a cucumber. He must endure enormous amounts of
stress in managing this One loft race. He always has the welfare of the
pigeon as first priority and always has them in tip top order, well done
Jeremy.  

This concludes this special edition of West Midland Wings, all of you
please take care, keep safe and all the best of luck with your breeding and
racing in 2021.

Anyone who would like images of their winners sending please email
sales@excelsiorpigeon.com and we will forward them to you.

1st School Pigeon.

Two Bird Average Winners.
Mr A R Newton, Newt 80 with WHU2020B23370 and WHU2020B23350.


